
"The first half of the year has been so fun for us as a team. Our years of hard work, focus,

and relentless push to deliver are paying off. I can feel the pride in our mission growing for

every member. I am grateful for all that Exum is and will be."

-CEO, Jeff Williams

How are we already halfway through the year!?

 

This quarter we welcomed SO many new members to the Exum family! To top it off,

a Massbox demo took the stage for the first time since before the pandemic.

 

We hope you enjoy this update. Continue reading to see what's next for Exum.

 

Happy Summer!

April- June 2022

 

 



CEO/CTO Jeff Williams Presented at The
Colorado Photonics Industry Association

  CPIA, focused on growing the ecosystem of photonics companies, education, and

research in Colorado brought its first-ever Colorado Photonics Expo and Gala! 

 With 26 speakers, 19 exhibitors, 5 speaker tracks, a career panel for students, and

a gala featuring two leaders in the photonics industry, the event provided inspiration

and information in a concentrated format. Speaker tracks included aerospace and

remote sensing, biomedical technologies, advanced manufacturing, quantum

technologies, and augmented/virtual reality. 

 Among them, CEO/CTO Jeffrey Williams presented "Chemistry at the Scale of

Printing: Massbox Changes QC for Metal Additive Manufacturing." 

Exum Presented a Live Webinar Hosted by
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ASME 

 CEO/CTO Jeffrey Williams and, VP Business Development Ellen Williams

presented a live webinar hosted by ASME (The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers) on "Accelerating Alloy Development for Additive Manufacturing." 

Topics included:

-How material chemistries can be leveraged to tune your material properties and

product performance. 

-How our first adopters are using mass spectrometry to develop their improved

metals for additive manufacturing.

-New alloys to expect using a manufacturing floor mass spectrometer.

 

Check it out! 

Exum Landed on Metal Additive

Manufacturing Magazine News
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   Your source for all things Metal Additive Manufacturing / 3D printing news, Metal

AM posted Exum's funding update on the front page of its' website!

Exum Welcomed Chris Fabere to the

Team

   We were thrilled to announce the latest addition to our amazing engineering team,

Chris Fabere! 

    As Senior Manufacturing Engineer, Chris creates processes and builds practices

that allow Exum to grow with exacting and quality production. 

Prior to joining Exum, Chris was the lead engineer for Boreas Campers, tasked with

design, manufacturing, supply chain, and inventory management roles, and had just

returned from a several-year hiatus traveling around the world. Outside of work, he

enjoys backcountry skiing, paragliding, SCUBA diving, rock climbing, boxing,

swimming, running, biking, hiking, camping, motorcycling…and the list goes on.
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CEO/CTO Jeff Williams Presented at

PowderMet/AMPM 2022

  We are grateful and excited for every opportunity to meet people in person since

the global change caused by the pandemic. PowderMet/AMPM 2022, America’s

leading powder metallurgy and metal additive manufacturing conference was no

exception.

  CEO/CTO Jeff Williams presented a poster titled: "Elemental Characterization of

Additive Manufacturing Feedstock Powders Using an Innovative Technology."
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Exum Welcomed Maddie Martelles for

its' Summer Analytical Internship

Program

  Maddie works in sample preparation and data processing, and runs experiments

with the hydrogenation of titanium powder.  She is currently a Chemistry Undergrad

at The University of Tulsa. In her undergraduate research, she worked in 3D printing

design and software in the Analytical Chemistry department. Outside of Exum,

Maddie enjoys playing the cello or watching cartoons 

Motion Girrafx's Massbox Explainer

Video Wins a Telly Award!
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   The Telly Awards have been honoring excellence in video and television across all

screens for 43 years.

 

   We are so proud of the continued success this animation has brought years later.

Congratulations on your Telly Award, Cara Lackey. We are honored to have

collaborated with you! 

   If anyone is looking for five-star animations, look no further than Motion Giraffx!

Exum Welcomed Ryan O'Grady to the

Team

 

   We were so excited to announce the newest addition to our Business

Development Team, Ryan O’Grady!

 

   As Exum’s Technical Sales Manager, Ryan strives to demonstrate the value of our

groundbreaking technical solution in a simple and relatable manner. After receiving

a degree in

Aerospace Engineering from Syracuse University, Ryan has led both national and

global sales teams selling scientific instruments in industries ranging from

pharmaceutical, semiconductor, and aerospace. When not traveling for Exum, Ryan

can be found at sea competing in trans-

ocean sailboat races.

 

  Welcome to the team, Ryan!
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Massbox Demo Took the Stage at AMI

Summit 2022!

 
  The only west coast additive manufacturing event has just finished!
 
   Exum was a proud sponsor of the Additive Manufacturing Industry Summit 2022
powered by ASME (The American Society of Mechanical Engineers) in Long Beach,
California.
 
 It was three whole days of networking and making meaningful connections. COO
Josh Ulla and our amazing Lab Chemist Peyton Willis joined CEO/CTO Jeff
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Williams before he delivered an Innozone presentation titled "Characterizing AM
Materials from Powder to Performance", where our Massbox demo took the stage!

Upcoming Events:
 

 

August 9-11, Midwest City, OK Tinker and the Primes 

 

 

October 9-12, Pittsburgh, PA 

Materials Science & Technology (MS&T) Meeting

 

 

 

Oct 31 - Nov 4, Orlando, FL  
ASTM International Conference on Additive Manufacturing (ICAM)
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